A warm “shout out” to our amazing UC San Diego Cancer Registry team! Miss you Linda W. <3
~Karla, CTR

Sending a shout out to my fantastic Cancer Registry team at MarinHealth Medical Center! It has been a
year of change and you have handled everything with professionalism and grace. We are fortunate to
have such a great team.
A BIG THANK YOU to Joanne Sanders, Michelle Bob and Abby Saephan.

Jenny Shaw, CTR

Shout out to the CCRA, CRGC, NCRA & NAACCR!
Shout out to Kelli Olsen!
Shout out to Linda Jund! (Oncology N Sync) Patricia Smith & Regina Weber!
Shout out to Louise and Bill Schuman!
Shout out to my fabulous colleagues at UCI! Liz Adams!
Extra shout out to Vicky Guardado!
A HUGE shout out to Providence St. Jude's AMAZING CDM department, especially my manager
Sue Vitt who is the BEST manager anyone could ever work with. I cannot begin to express my
gratitude. I am truly blessed!!
Shout out to Magnolia Saenz, for wearing a clear mask so I can read her lips & she is always
willing to accompany me around the Medical Canter and navigate the mask world for me!
(when you're deaf and rely on lip reading, it's frustrating and sometimes impossible to function
in a masked world! ) Shannon Nieto who makes sure I understand what's going on, makes sure
I'm never left out, and is always willing to navigate for me as well! Thank you, Ladies!! I
appreciate it more than you will ever know!
Shout out to Shelley Lindsey, Martha Curl and Mayra Llamas!
Shout out to Microsoft Team's "caption" setting! 😉
Finally, a big shout out to all CTR's for all of their hard work and dedication. I know that most
people have no idea how much we do and what we do, no matter how we try to convey our
profession, but we really do make a difference in our own quiet way. 🙂

Sharon Kantarovich, CTR

